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Microcapillary sign of flap alignment in femtosecond laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis
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Abstract: We present an observational sign that ensures perfect alignment during femtosecond laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis (FS LASIK). Alignment is assured when a microsponge is used to dry the flap and the area of dryness exceeds the area of direct touch of the microsponge. The area might even reach the whole circumference of the flap at the first touch. This sign of alignment can be explained by microcapillary action. This sign was not elicited in flaps created by a microkeratome.
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Introduction

Capillary action, or capillarity, is the ability of a liquid to flow in narrow spaces without the assistance of, and in opposition to, external forces like gravity. This effect can be seen in the drawing up of liquids in a thin tube and in porous materials such as paper.1 When a narrow tube is brought in contact with a mostly wetting liquid, some of the liquid rises inside the tube. This is a well-known manifestation of capillarity. Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519 AD) was the first to observe this phenomenon.1 In 1670 AD, Giovanni Borelli demonstrated that the height reached by a liquid is inversely proportional to the radius of the tube.1 The height (h) of a liquid column is given by:2

\[ h = \frac{2\gamma \cos \theta}{\rho g r} \]

where \( \gamma \) is the liquid–air surface tension (force/unit length), \( \theta \) is the contact angle, \( \rho \) is the density of liquid (mass/volume), \( g \) is the local acceleration due to gravity (length/square of time), and \( r \) is the radius of the tube (length). Thus, “h” is inversely proportional to “r”. Hence, the capillary action is more evident when the tube (or gutter) is narrower. In any wetting case, the liquid will rise in a tube until the force acting to pull the liquid upward is balanced by the weight of the column of liquid supported in the tube.3,4

Femtosecond (FS) laser was first introduced in 2001.5 This technique uses an infrared beam of light to precisely separate tissue through a process called photodisruption, by generating pulses as short as one-quadrillionth of a second (10-15= femtosecond). The most popular use of the FS laser is to create a corneal flap in laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis (LASIK), eliminating the use and risk of a microkeratome and blade and increasing the overall safety, precision, and accuracy.6 The precision of the FS laser helps to create flaps of exact size, shape, and depth and markedly reduces the risk of blade-related flap complications such as free caps, buttonholes, and incomplete or
decentered flaps.\textsuperscript{3} We present an observational sign to ensure perfect alignment of the FS LASIK flap that is explained by capillary action.

Materials and methods
Using the FS200 FL device (WaveLight\textsuperscript{®}; Alcon Labs, Fort Worth, TX, USA) and after docking, the flap was created using the following energy parameters for the bed cut: pulse energy, 0.8 \textmu J; spot separation, 7.5 \textmu m; and line separation, 7.5 \textmu m. The parameters for the side cut were: pulse energy, 0.8 \textmu J; spot separation, 5.0 \textmu m; and line separation, 3.0 \textmu m. The parameters for the canal cut were: pulse energy, 0.8 \textmu J. The flap diameter was 9.0 mm, with a 120 \textmu m thickness and 110° side-cut angle. The hinge position was superior with a 50° hinge angle. Then, the bed was ablated using an Excimer Laser EX500 (WaveLight; Alcon Labs). The flap was repositioned and balanced salt solution (BSS) was used for copious irrigation of the interface.

There are three steps to elicit the observational sign. First, we used an applanator lens and pushed the lens to the center of the cornea, to applanate the flap onto the stromal bed. This was followed by drying the conjunctiva far from the corneal surface. Finally, we used a dry microspponge at one side just temporal or nasal to the flap hinge along the corneal gutter. The gutter between the flap edge and the peripheral cornea is very thin and regular and acts as a microcapillary tube. Due to capillary action, the area of dryness should exceed the area of direct touch of the microspponge, and might even reach the whole circumference of the flap at the first touch (Figure 1). This is the microcapillary sign of perfect alignment (Video S1).

This microcapillary sign of perfect alignment ensures that there is precise and perfect flap alignment. In addition, the thin regular gutter between the flap and uncut surrounding cornea implies minimal, if any, tissue loss and a centered flap reposition. Finally, this sign assures a low incidence of flap complications (flap striae and early flap dislocations), which may occur with a wide or irregular gutter when using a microkeratome. This sign was not elicited in flaps created by a microkeratome due to the large and relatively less regular width of the gutter.

Discussion
The FS LASIK technique is the new trend in refractive surgery procedures. However, some of the refractive surgeons are still using the mechanical microkeratome. A critical step of LASIK surgery is the creation of the corneal flap. The mechanical microkeratome uses shear force while traveling across the corneal stroma with an oscillating blade to create a flap.\textsuperscript{7} In a retrospective study of 28,530 primary LASIK cases, Jacobs and Taravella\textsuperscript{8} reported a 0.302% total intraoperative complication rate using the Automated Corneal Shaper and Hansatome microkeratomes. Complications included partial flaps (0.099%), buttonholes (0.070%), thin or irregular flaps (0.087%), and free flaps (0.012%). In a cadaveric study, Sarayba et al\textsuperscript{9} evaluated the stromal bed quality produced by the Hansatome microkeratome with a 160 \textmu m head and IntraLase 15 and 30 kHz FS laser with a 110 \textmu m thickness using scanning electron microscopy. They found that the 30 kHz IntraLase created a smoother stromal bed compared with the 15 kHz IntraLase and Hansatome due to a tighter spot/line separation and lower energy per pulse. Kim et al\textsuperscript{10} showed a highly reproducible flap thickness with IntraLase, as measured by optical coherence tomography (OCT). Ahn et al\textsuperscript{11} evaluated the thickness and side-cut angle of LASIK flaps created by one of three FS lasers or a microkeratome using Fourier-domain OCT. He reported that the flap morphology in the three FS laser systems appeared to be generally superior to the microkeratome system.

In our study, we support the superior results of FS LASIK shown by the previous studies using the microcapillary sign of perfect alignment. This sign ensures perfect and precise alignment of the FS LASIK flaps. The sign would not appear in microkeratome flaps. Also, this sign would not show if there is a displacement or a kink in the FS LASIK flap, which should be addressed until the sign can be elicited.

Perez et al\textsuperscript{12} reported a tight linear correlation between the decrease in water content and increase in adhesive force ($R^2=0.3355$). They suggested that drying increases the stromal-to-stromal adhesion. Hence, our study confirmed that the gutter acts as a microcapillary tube, which means the bed cut is also a microcapillary space since both are cut using the

Figure 1 FS LASIK demonstrating Fawzy alignment sign.
Abbreviation: FS LASIK, femtosecond laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis.
same technology. Eliciting the microcapillary sign of perfect alignment will ensure pulling the BSS from underneath the flap, helping not only flap alignment but also adhesion to the bed, and decreasing the risk of postoperative slippage or striae. Some surgeons use a drop of milky prednisolone acetate (1% suspension) to help delineating the flap edges and make sure the flap is in the correct position.13 With the microcapillary sign of perfect alignment, the surgeons may not need this suspension, which carries a risk of migrating underneath the flap.

Further studies are needed to confirm the reproducibility of eliciting this sign using different flap architecture settings or different femtolaser platforms.

In summary, capillary action is used in many physical science applications, but now has significance in new refractive procedures using FS LASIK. The microcapillary sign of perfect alignment appears if the flap border forms a perfectly thin and regular gutter to act as a microcapillary. It also documents a regular smooth bed with no tissue loss.

Conclusion

We present an observational sign, using the effect of the microcapillary action, to ensure perfect precision and good alignment of the corneal flap in FS LASIK.
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